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2 of 2 review helpful The ABC s of affluence done right By MPC Understanding the mindset of wealth is critical It s 
not about money it s not about being rich it s about the attraction of affluence in all areas of one s life There is an 
understanding regard and respect regarding true wealth that we all need know and understand Deepak explains it very 
well in this quick read 4 of 4 review helpful In this remarkable book lies the secret to creating affluence Here you will 
discover that you are the dancer and the dance the creator and the creation and unlimited wealth is yours merely for the 
asking With clear and simple wisdom Deepak Chopra explores the full meaning of wealth consciousness and presents 
a step by step plan for creating affluence and fulfillment on all levels of our lives According to the author affluence is 
our natural state and the About the Author Deepak Chopra M D Is a pioneer in the field of mind body medicine and 
human potential His groundbreaking works blend physics and philosophy the practical and the spiritual venerable 
Eastern wisdom and cutting edge Western science with 
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